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5.5% prospective dividend yield, triple underpinned
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The focused SERE commercial property portfolio is 80% located in the fastestgrowing western European cities (e.g. Berlin, Paris, Hamburg, Frankfurt). Assets
generate robust yields. Further, they offer value-enhancement opportunities.
Broader European market economic fundamentals remain positive, driving
employment growth, investment, office take-up and reduced vacancy, against a
modest supply pipeline. Market-wide, yields do, however, reflect both the strong
market fundamentals and modest long-term debt yields. SERE has assembled
good-quality, well-located and reversionary assets, acquired on 6.3% yield.
►

Commercial asset strategy: Good-quality and well-located assets (in premiumgrowth cities) will generate sustainable income, with capital growth potential.
Urbanisation and infrastructure improvement themes support this, particularly
in mixed-use, supply-constrained locations with sustainable rental levels.

►

Asset management: With voids low, this is about progressive enhancement of
both rent and prospects. Each asset has a business plan. SERE is one of few UKlisted real estate companies offering sole access to a spread of western
continental European regions, backing its long-term growth prospects.

►

Capital deployment: Since the IPO (Dec-15), SERE has acquired investments of
€212m, in nine assets (last year-end). As we go to press, a disposal in France has
been announced, at a 10% premium to valuation, leaving SERE with equity and
debt ‘capacity’ of a further €70m. It is in exclusive purchase talks on assets.

►

Risks: Estimates assume progressive (strongly earnings-accretive) investment.
SERE faces no currency risk (€ assets, debt) but has a sterling quote. Leases
average 6.8 years to final expiry (4.4 to break), and the portfolio is virtually 100%
occupied. Only from circa 2024 will certain finding material lines expire.

►

Investment summary: SERE generates strong income and cash from a portfolio
of assets located in European growth cities. Annual CPI rent rises and growth in
market rents support most of the income. We model full deployment by endcalendar 2018. Given vendor-discussion progression, this is largely de-risked.
Further equity might, judiciously, be raised to enlarge the portfolio and grow
returns.

Description
SERE is an externally managed REIT,
focused specifically on Western
Europe, with a bias towards
statistically fast-growing regions,
purchasing commercial assets at
yields 20% to over 50% above market
yields. Assets and dividends are
denominated in €.
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Financial summary and valuation
Year-end Sep (€m)
Income
Total expenses
Finance cost
Declared profit
EPRA PBT (adj. pre-revaluation)
EPS reported (€ cents)
EPRA EPS (€ cents)
DPS (€ cents)
Net cash (debt)
Dividend yield (%)
EPRA NAV (€ cents)
Price/EPRA NAV (pence price)

* IPO December 2015 – first part year reflects initiation costs

2016
3.9
(2.4)
(0.2)
(3.4)
1.0
Na*
Na*
0.0
Na
Na
130.1
0.93

2017
11.8
(3.5)
(0.7)
11.2
6.9
8.4
5.2
4.6
(30.3)
3.8
133.3
0.91

Source: Hardman & Co Research

Disclaimer: Attention of readers is drawn to important disclaimers printed at the end of this document
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Investment case
Premium-growth European cities
and regions

SERE invests in premium-growth European cities and regions, through good-quality,
income-producing commercial real estate. Asset locations include Berlin, Frankfurt,
Hamburg and Paris, all cities that are mature and liquid, and have growth prospects
exceeding those of their domestic economy. The average rental yield exceeds 6%.
Local Schroder teams ensure sourcing and asset management is ‘bottom-up’. These,
totalling nearly 100, identify sustainable rent, supply constraints, competing-use
demands and infrastructure changes. These teams are directly responsible for
actively managing all assets to grow rents, extend leases and improve buildings to
add value, resulting in an improved and sustainable income profile.

Local Schroder teams

Through choice, some leases have
two or three years left to expiry

Leasing risk is entertained, as some leases have two or three years left to expiry, but
this will be only after extensive due diligence and will be confined to sub- markets
and localities of strong demand and limited supply. St Cloud is a good example where
short WAULTs have been extended as leases are re-geared.

European backdrop
Office vacancy fell in most
European cities in 1H’17 and prime
office rents rose

Europe market-wide transactions
fell

Important for SERE is the continued recovery of the Eurozone. Office vacancy fell in
most European cities in the first half of 2017 and prime office rents rose. In the
logistics sector, the increase in prime rents in the Eurozone had grown to 2%-3% p.a.
by mid-2017 (source Schroders, CBRE). Schroders research quotes an interesting
analysis, namely that each extra €bn of online retail sales generates demand for
around an additional 100,000 sq. m. of warehouse space.
Continental European transactions weakened 8% to €89bn in 1H’17. French
elections may have been an issue. This adds up to a market that should not derail a
portfolio specifically constructed on the sub-regions with current stronger-looking
prospects.

Asset management
Each asset has its own business plan. This potential NAV-accruing ‘alpha’ may yield
opportunities to recycle capital. This would be likely only post the execution of the
asset-specific business plan. A number of assets have short-term upgrades, namely
light refurbishment or tactical tenant mix enhancement. Examples include adding
the leisure anchor in the Metromar retail centre complex in Seville. SERE had stated
that a leisure-based offering would enhance the whole centre. A lease re-gearing
was secured at St Cloud, extending income maturity.

Each asset has its own business
plan

Progress to date within the REIT
In December 2015, the company raised £108m via an IPO (at 100p) in the UK and
South Africa to invest in commercial real estate in continental Europe. A further
£13.8m was raised in February 2016 at 104p. £15m was raised by new shares issued
at 120p in October 2016. Since the December 2015 launch, the portfolio has
increased in value by over 7% compared with the (€) purchase price.

December 2015 IPO

€14.3m rent run rate pre the
French disposal announced on 1

st

February 2018

5th February 2018

As at 30 September 2017, SERE’s nine assets in France, Germany and Spain were
valued at €212m. It is actively pursuing a €30m pipeline (in exclusive discussions).
Current contracted rent is €14.3m, with good prospects on top of the immediate
pipeline. Since these figures, the two French retail assets have been disposed of (on
1st February 2018) for €44.8m to the JV partner, who exercised its option to buy. This
generated a 10% price uplift.
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Portfolio loan to value is 25%, but
the disposal just announced
extinguishes net debt

Note our estimates for reinvestment timing

The portfolio loan to value is 25% (capped at 35%) but SERE goes cash-positive post
the French disposal. Note that the average cost of debt is 1.3%. Lenders principally
comprise leading German domiciled banks. Income (net initial yield or NIY) from the
portfolio (at book cost) is 6.3%. Costs as a proportion reduce as the REIT invests. Full
deployment is estimated by end-2018, leading to a 5.5% dividend yield (based on
IPO issue price), equating to €0.074 DPS. It has indicated its desire to grow beyond
this level (issuing equity) provided shareholder value is maintained.

Asset management underpinned by market intelligence
Tenant mix may be improved –
assisted by the strength of
locations selected

SERE is comfortable to own assets, which, under previous ownership, had lost some
momentum regarding tenant attractiveness. Indeed, tenant mix may have become
sub-optimal – but in strong locations. SERE is targeting markets where rents are
largely at the mid/more affordable end of the spectrum, but growing. Further factors
underpinning the income stream growth prospects are that assets are selected for:
►

their affordable and sustainable rental characteristics, particularly relative to
prime rents in the respective cities (e.g. Boulogne Billancourt rents ca.€300/sq.
m. ,vs. prime Paris at €800/sq. m.);

►

the ability to add value, through executing tailored business plans for each asset
– Frankfurt, for example, has seen a rapid fall in vacancy rates, driven by takeup and the conversion of obsolete offices to alternative uses (residential/ hotel).

Rental levels are ‘affordable’

Risk profiles and mitigations
Execution risk in investing funds
remains

25% LTV pre the recent sale, 35%
LTV management target

An element of refurbishment

Execution risk for full investment does remain.
Lease to first break of 4.4 years compares with a weighted average unexpired lease
term of 6.8 years. A 28% fall is due by end-2019, a further 4% in 2020, and 25% in
2021. In our view, this is not at all unusual for continental Europe (which tends to
have shorter leases). Typically, the French market does often have three-year breaks.
Metromar (Spain) has some key tenant breaks, but these have been tenants for some
time, and are trading well. Rents related to turnover are de minimis. There are
modest caps on service charge recovery, again, for example, at the Metromar asset.
Assets may be bought that can be enhanced through an element of refurbishment.
This is light work, rather than substantial capex. One of the greatest quanta is the
ca.€1m earmarked for the Metromar investment.
Spain comprises 12% of assets (France 55%, Germany 33%). The Seville asset,
Spanish macroeconomic weakness notwithstanding, is in a robust micro-location
(and already, recently, enhancing the leisure offering, thus attracting shoppers). Its
average lease expires in only 2.7 years (with 4% currently void).

Strong tenant spread

5th February 2018

Robust mitigations to risk are, and will remain, in place. There are approximately 200
tenants, the top 10 comprising 68% of the total – well spread (again, these figures
are before the €44m disposal to the French JV partner). Many assets, for various
reasons, need refurbishment or re-configuring, and maybe lease lengths need to be
extended. Often these issues would be related less to the asset and more to the
vendors’ capability or perceptions. Therefore, the purchase NIY is attractive – on
assets that are not ‘trophy’ valuations – and may also hold medium- term scope to
achieve better rents. A minority of acquisitions have been off-market. Advantage is
taken of opportunities to achieve new lettings. Some (but certainly not all) of the
assets will have been bought (always in strong sub-regions/cities) at well below
replacement cost.
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Financial summary; assets
Purchases have been at NIY of
between 5.0% and 9.5%,
averaging 6.3%

£212m valuation pre the €44m
disposal announced. The disposal
takes SERE to a modest net cashpositive balance sheet.

Biarritz and Rennes selling for
€45m

Purchases have been at NIY of between 5.0% and 9.5%, averaging 6.3%. Assessing
the real estate market in western Europe in its entirety, Hardman & Co considers
that the driver derives more from rental growth than further yield compression. A
starting point of 6.3% therefore strongly drives SERE’s prospective returns. Further,
the opportunity to enhance rental income, even in higher-yielding assets, appears
good.

Current portfolio (by date of acquisition)
Asset

Paris office
Berlin retail warehouse
Hamburg office
Stuttgart office
Frankfurt retail centre
Biarritz & Rennes hypermarkets*
Paris (Saint Cloud) office complex
Seville retail centre
Total

€m cost NIY at
cost
37.5 5.7%
24.3 6.2%
14.4 6.9%
14.4 5.0%
11.0 5.6%
39.9 5.0%
30.0 9.5%
26.3 6.2%
197.8 6.3%

€m rent at
purchase
2.1
1.5
1.0
0.7
0.6
2.0
2.9
1.6
12.4

Value €m September
rise 2017 valuation
10.7%
41.5
6.2%
25.7
16.0%
16.7
5.6%
15.2
4.5%
11.5
2.3%
40.8
13.0%
33.9
0.8%
26.5
7.1%
211.8

* sold 1/2/2018 to JV partner for €44.8m. Bought off-market in a 70% JV as a pair

Source: SERE

The first two assets acquired typify the approach, so we add some detail below. In
addition, the St Cloud office complex (a different one from the first asset acquired)
is worth touching on, particularly as the pipeline includes the potential addition of a
further two floors (c.€6m at NIY of 8.5%) in the complex. A Paris office investment of
€37.5m was made at March 2016. The area is mixed-use with generally ‘affordable’
rents and a supply-constrained location. There is scope to optimise future
redevelopment values by discussion (which is now ongoing) with the owner of the
adjoining site. The second purchase, a Berlin retail warehouse, has risen in value by
6.2% (to the end-September 2017 results). This cost was €24.3m in March 2016. In
this supply-constrained location, the large four-hectare site offers medium-term
development upside. Other enhancements include the potential to add ‘fast food’
retail or the acquisition of neighbouring units.
In February 2017, a western Paris (St Cloud) office was bought for €30.0m. This
comprised two 1970s blocks in a larger 1970s office complex. This is in a fragmented
co-ownership register. The investment has a strong occupancy track record, with the
majority of tenants SME-related entities. Asset management opportunity exists. The
average lease is only 2.3 years, but demand is strong.

5th February 2018
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Disclaimer
Hardman & Co provides professional independent research services. Whilst every reasonable effort has been made to ensure that the information in the research
is correct, this cannot be guaranteed.
The research reflects the objective views of the analysts named on the front page. However, the companies or funds covered in this research may pay us a fee,
commission or other remuneration in order for this research to be made available. A full list of companies or funds that have paid us for coverage within the past
12 months can be viewed at http://www.hardmanandco.com/
Hardman & Co has a personal dealing policy which debars staff and consultants from dealing in shares, bonds or other related instruments of companies which pay
Hardman for any services, including research. They may be allowed to hold such securities if they were owned prior to joining Hardman or if they were held before the
company appointed Hardman. In such cases sales will only be allowed in limited circumstances, generally in the two weeks following publication of figures.
Hardman & Co does not buy or sell shares, either for its own account or for other parties and neither does it undertake investment business. We may provide
investment banking services to corporate clients.
Hardman & Co does not make recommendations. Accordingly, we do not publish records of our past recommendations. Where a Fair Value price is given in a
research note this is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes, and not a forecast of a likely share price. Hardman & Co may publish further
notes on these securities/companies but has no scheduled commitment and may cease to follow these securities/companies without notice.
Nothing in this report should be construed as an offer, or the solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell securities by us.
This information is not tailored to your individual situation and the investment(s) covered may not be suitable for you. You should not make any investment
decision without consulting a fully qualified financial adviser.
This report may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior permission from Hardman &Co.
This report may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior permission from Hardman &Co.Hardman Research Ltd, trading as Hardman & Co, is an
appointed representative of Capital Markets Strategy Ltd and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) under registration number
600843. Hardman Research Ltd is registered at Companies House with number 8256259. However, the information in this research report is not FCA regulated
because it does not constitute investment advice (as defined in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) and is provided for general information only.
Hardman & Co Research Limited (trading as Hardman & Co)
35 New Broad Street
London
EC2M 1NH

+44 (0) 20 7194 7622
Follow us on Twitter @HardmanandCo
(Disclaimer Version 4 – Effective from January 2018)

Status of Hardman & Co’s research under MiFID II
Some professional investors, who are subject to the new MiFID II rules from 3rd January, may be unclear about the status of Hardman research and, specifically,
whether it can be accepted without a commercial arrangement. Hardman’s company research is paid for by the companies about which we write and, as such, falls
within the scope of ‘minor non-monetary benefits’, as defined in the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II.
In particular, Article 12(3) of the Directive states: ‘The following benefits shall qualify as acceptable minor non-monetary benefits only if they are’ (b) ‘written
material from a third party that is commissioned and paid for by an[sic] corporate issuer or potential issuer to promote a new issuance by the company, or where
the third party firm is contractually engaged and paid by the issuer to produce such material on an ongoing basis, provided that the relationship is clearly disclosed
in the material and that the material is made available at the same time to any investment firms wishing to receive it or to the general public;’
The fact that we are commissioned to write the research is disclosed in the disclaimer, and the research is widely available.
The full detail is on page 26 of the full directive, which can be accessed here: http://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/level-2-measures/mifid-delegated-regulation-20162031.pdf
In addition, it should be noted that MiFID II’s main aim is to ensure transparency in the relationship between fund managers and brokers/suppliers, and eliminate
what is termed ‘inducement’, whereby free research is provided to fund managers to encourage them to deal with the broker. Hardman is not inducing the reader
of our research to trade through us, since we do not deal in any security.

5th February 2018
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